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Ready for Obsidian Dome 

Thursday July 19 to Sunday July 22 2007, the SNU
will hold a rally at Obsidian Dome (Inyo Nat'l Forest)
dispersed camping - off US 395 South between June
Lakes and Mammoth Lakes, CA. Follow Rick's
excellent directions and Look for the SNU signs after
you turn off Hwy 395. It will be a 3 day Rally,
members & guests are welcome. On Friday morning
we will be working with Rick LaBorde to do a little
clean up and routine maintenance around the Obsidian
Dome area. Rick will have most of the materials we
need for this project but do bring a pair of work gloves
and possibly a shovel. Randy Grossmann has a great
way to cook waffles so on Saturday we are tentatively
planning to experiment with a waffle breakfast. There
will also be a Board meeting Saturday, open to all.
Obsidian has great hiking possibilities, a nearby
stream, and lots of geologic areas. We will have our
usual Happy Hour and shared meals. Arrival time -

anytime after noon on Thursday July 19. Note: Don't
bring any eggs. Diane will have enough fresh eggs for
everyone.

Rick has worked on the Mono Lake Ranger District
for over 30 years in various capacities. His title is
Wilderness Steward. Here are some notes on Obsidian
from Rick.

The snow in the area of Obsidian can be anywhere
from 3 to 10 feet deep in the winter and much of the
road coming in is groomed by me for cross country
skiers to recreate on their national forest. We have a
Piston Bully snowcat that I use all winter to groom
100 miles of snowmobile trails and 10 miles of x-c ski
trails. It is funded by a grant from the state of
California Off Highway Vehicle Program. The road
that runs through the camping area that we used last
year is a popular route with the OHV users and I will
post slow signs again to try to encourage them to slow
down. I do not think we would be as lucky with the
rain while we are there to keep the dust down so
having them slow down is very helpful.

We did have some of the hazard trees cut recently at
that site and I need to go back there to check to see if
the trees need to be bucked up to get them out of the
way. I was not successful in getting the Assistant
Recreation Officer position here so am back working
in Wilderness again traveling in the back country on a
horse packing a mule.

For details go to the links page and click on
Obsidian Dome rally.
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Note: Links to photo galleries and additional
information mentioned in articles in this newsletter
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Unionville Rally
Sheep, wind, humming birds, great food, peacocks,

great people, and geology students. What a rally! The
weather was beautiful except for evening wind which
on Saturday prevented us from having our usual shared
meal. Instead we just kind of browsed from trailer to
trailer. Thursday just before dark a flock of sheep
headed over the hill behind our rally site. The sheep
herder was camped just up the canyon from us. We saw
several black sheep and learned that they intentionally
include one black sheep for every 20 white sheep. The
black sheep are called counters as they are the ones
counted to determine if any sheep are missing. If a
black sheep is missing it means that there are probably
some white sheep missing as well. These sheep were
herded by Great Pyrenees dogs two of which were
puppies (as big as the sheep) and hadn't quite figured
out their jobs yet.

Also Thursday evening the park caretaker who lives
across the road invited us over to see the humming
birds on his back porch. He has six feeders on his
porch. Hummers were everywhere buzzing right by our
heads. Bryan got some great pictures. Then of course
there were the peacocks. They usually let us know
when anyone was coming up the road. 

Friday Diane from the Old Pioneer came by to see if
we were still going there for lunch. Of course we said
yes. Our on again off again lunch was now on for
Saturday. We had decided to cancel because we
couldn't get a good count and didn't want to leave the
Old Pioneer in the lurch but when they asked, we
weren't going to pass up the opportunity as it was a
highlight of our 2006 rally. Our 2007 lunch was even
more enjoyable and what a feast. Everyone raved about
the quiche. Then there was a very succulent roast
turkey, two salads and two dessert. And the ambiance!
You just can't beat sitting in the garden under shade
trees in such a delightful spot.

Friday evening we had our shared meal in the park
enjoying the freshly mowed lawn and a delightful
evening. We had just cleaned up when the university
geology students arrived. Five or six vans and
suburbans full with all their gear. There were 35 or so
students and I think, 3 professors in the group. They
provided great entertainment watching them set up
their tents in the park. This group is participating in a
comprehensive, capstone, six credit, six-week geology
field camp sponsored by UNR's Department of
Geological Sciences & Engineering. It is really an
intensive experience. For information on this camp go
to: http://www.mines.unr.edu/fieldcamp/  

Additional entertainment was provided by SNU
members arriving and finding a parking spot. The
SNU's apparent predisposition for camping sites in
canyons and other areas where level ground is at a
minimum has made SNU members masters of various
leveling techniques that require creativity and
ingenuity. The efforts of Randy Grossmann and Bryan
Leipper at leveling the Grossmann's trailer took the
prize for this rally. Very artistic and effective effort.

Then, for those of us whose ambition level was
more on the order of watching the grass grow, there
were Diane's tortoises. This entertainment though, was
a little more active than might appear. The torts really
enjoyed the clover, dandelions, and other weeds but
you had to keep an eye on them that they didn't go too
far or into the high weeds. Then somebody would have
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to retrieve them and bring them back to a safer roaming
area.

Here's what Melissa and Roman had to say about the
Unionville rally. �To all the coordinators, organizers and
especially the "leveling committee" (Roger and Randy).
THANK_YOU for all the fun and great time. Roman and
I can't stop telling our friends how much fun we had, how
great the brunch was (Diane), ALL the info (Jerry, Randy,
Bryan et al). You guys did a wonderful job!!!!�

All in all, another wonderful SNU rally. We all feel that
maybe Unionville should be an annual event which of
course, includes a lunch at the Old Pioneer. See the
Unionville rally photo gallery link on the Links page
listed on the first page of this newsletter

The President�s Ramblins

I guess a good way to start this column is to say we
were not able to take our rig to Unionville for the last
rally. Due to a work commitment I had to go to Phoenix
for the preceding week and did not get home until 2:00
am Saturday morning. We did manage to drive out to
Unionville on Saturday for the lunch and to catch up with
everyone. The drive out to Unionville was nice as always,
the ride home was a little long in the tooth. Luckily no
call ins to work on Sunday. For anyone who has not been
to the Marriott Buttes in Tempe you might be missing out.
HaHa. I thought some of the hotels in San Francisco were
proud of their stuff. The Buttes can stand right up there
with them.  

As usual the brunch at the Old Pioneer was very good,
and the afternoon conversations were just as good. A
birdie told me that after our talk with Roman and Melissa,
they went out and bought a new Airstream. They get to
hold the record for showing up with the most new (to
them) units. I wish them good fortune with their new unit.

We are coming up on our rally at Obsidian Dome
shortly, and there will be new people there according to
the emails. I cannot say enough about our unit. We
continue to grow in membership. The amount of people
that want to have rallies out in the middle of the
boondocks makes me feel good about the unit. I truly
believe that we hearken back to the philosophy of the
original members who went on rallies across the globe
without the benefit of full hookups. One of the other
things that impresses me is the unit taking on projects at
some of our rally sites and leaving them in better shape
than when we got there. Tim thanked me again for the
work the unit did on widening the gate into the park at

Unionville, and I know that we have a small project lined
up at Obsidian Dome so remember to bring some gloves.

As some of you know Don Damouth has heart surgery
scheduled this month, so let me be one to wish him well
not only for myself, but for the rest of the unit as well. 

I also hear tell that Randy now has more solar lights
than I do so I guess I�ll just have to go buy more. Tim at
Unionville also donated two pink flamingos to the unit,
there is quite a story to tell on how he picked them up, I
will let anyone interested know about the story at
Obsidian Dome. Tim�s wife was killed in an ATV
accident a little while ago, so our condolences go out to
him.  

On that note I will close this column before some
begin to think I�m not still a hick from the sticks, cannot
let Roger get the wrong idea. He might think I grew up in
Yerington

So Long For now.  Jerry Thornburg
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Would you come?
What would make attending an SNU rally a priority

on your calendar? Is it the location? Is it the month? Is
it the distance from home? Is it the activities? Is it the
cost? The SNU wants to know. We have updated our
rally site survey so now you can tell us what you think
of various rally sites online. Go to the rally preference
survey link on the links page listed on the first page of
this newsletter.

As mentioned last month, the SNU wants your
assistance in determining where to hold rallies in 2008.
Check the rally site vote link on the links page listed on
the first page of this newsletter for the  online poll.

To tell us what you think of various rally sites or
where you'd like to go in 2008 you can also email the
SNU at hq@SierraNevadaAirstreams.org with your
ideas and suggestions. 

Successful rallies are those that meet the needs and
interests of the participants. To make sure SNU rallies
meet the needs and interests of it's members we
encourage you to let us know what you would like to
do, where you would like to go, and what would put
attending an SNU rally at the top of your priority list.

Submit your story

The SNU always enjoys hearing from it's members.
If you have been traveling in your Airstream, been to
rallies with other Airstream groups, done some repair
or remodeling, or had some interesting adventures, seen
some interesting sights, please consider writing them
up and submitting them to the SNU for our newsletter.
Pictures always add to the story so send some along
with your story.

News Notes
Thanks

Jerry and Dyann Thornburg represented the SNU at
the recent Open House at Mountain Family RV. They
were on hand most of the day to talk with people and to
share SNU photos and adventures. Thanks Jerry and
Dyann for taking the time to participate in this event.

New Friends

In the past month the SNU has had five new people
subscribe to the email newsletter announcement list.
None are current members of the SNU but they are all
our new friends. Our friends include representatives of
the Utah Unit, the Monterey Bay Unit, and the Nevada
Unit. We appreciate all our email subscribers interest
in the SNU and hope that one day we will get to meet
them in person at a rally.

If you want to subscribe to the email newsletter
announcement list click on News Subscription on the
links page listed on the first page of this newsletter. By
subscribing to the email list you assist the SNU to
minimize postage costs and maximize money for
rallies and other activities.

Neighbors
Members of the SNU have been developing

relationships with other Units. Randy and Vicki
Grossmann, who seem to be making the April rally of
the Idaho Unit a regular part of their schedule, are
enjoying getting to know members of that Unit. The
SNU has also been added to the Utah email list for
their newsletter. Following up with Cal, current
President of the Utah Unit, Diane Leipper has
discovered they are in the process of revitalizing that
group and are optimistic about it's future. Maybe in the
future, the SNU can plan a joint rally with either of
these Units or any of our other neighbors. We
definitely want to extend an open invitation for
members of other Units to participate in any SNU
rally. Fellow Airstreamers are always welcome.

Finally
Thanks to Randy Grossmann's persistence the SNU

finally got a PSA in the Reno Gazette. The RGJ took
Randy's submission regarding the Unionville rally for
the calendar and put it on the front page of section C.
Best part of all, they used some initiative and included
a picture of the Damoth's Airstream. This picture was
taken several years ago when the RGJ did an feature
on the SNU. The picture really helped draw attention
to the PSA. As a result of the PSA we got a call from
an UNR geology professor saying a field study class
would be in Unionville the same weekend of our rally.
We also got a call from a new Airstream owner
interested in learning more about the SNU.
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Dues 2008
We have received the dues receipts for 2008 from

WBCCI. We will be bringing them to rallies from now on
so you can renew your membership in WBCCI and the
SNU. Dues are $65 annually, $55 for WBCCI and $10 for
the SNU. You can also renew your dues online. See the
2008 dues link on the links page listed on the first page of
this newsletter

The physics of RV motion

Most RV's are big heavy things that are hard to get
moving, hard to stop, and hard to see around. What does
this mean to the driver? Any time you want to take your
house with you, you have to consider extra weight and
storage in your travels. Even the minimalist - the
backpacker - has to consider what to take and what to
leave behind; how the equipment will impact ability to
travel; and how the equipment will affect safety in travel.
When you decide that the comforts provided by an RV
are a benefit on your outings instead of, or perhaps as a
supplement to, backpacking, you will experience traveling
different in many ways from a daily work commute.

The Owners Guide on SierraNevadaAirstreams.org
includes an article RV motion and the implications on
travel. This article describes the aspects of RV motion
including Gravity and other loads, Newton's laws of
motion, Secure that load!, Up and Down and Side to Side,
Tracking, The wind, Thermodynamics. To read the entire
article check Physics on the links listed on the first page
of this newsletter.

A Caravan to Mexico

Imagine a two month RV Caravan in Mexico with
stops in over 10 different cities. A Caravan that includes
an advanced representative, a mechanic with the
capabilities of making repairs in route, a mess wagon to
furnish light snacks and extra supplies, established
campsites, local tour guides, day and night guards,
bottled water, and an interpreter all for the cost of
$395.00! You pay gas and oil which is estimated to be
$100 per month and your own food and maintenance
which is estimated to be $75 per month. This was a real
adventure for a group of mostly Airstream owners in
1952 on the second Caravan led by Wally Byam. Pee
Wee Schwamborn, Wally's second cousin recently sent
the brochure for this caravan and it is now posted on the
web. It is fascinating reading and really takes you back in
time. The brochure mentions that to participate in this
caravan you need �A good car. Any kind as long as it is
geared to handle a trailer and in good mechanical order.�
You will also need �A roadworthy lightweight trailer.
The trailer need not be pee wee size, but neither should it
be the big long model.� To read the whole brochure click
on Caravan to Mexico on the links page listed on the first
page of this newsletter.
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Did you know?
The SierraNevadaAirstreams.org website has photo tours of
36 different Airstreams and 5 SOB's in the Show and Tell

section. This includes 10 Vintage, 11 Beatrice, and 15 Thor
Airstreams.  There is also a collection of various Airsteams

sighted by Ann and Fred Hersey.
Check the links page for Show n Tell
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SNU memories
In 1980 the Sierra Nevada Unit organized a Mid-

Nevada Caravan. This Caravan, sanctioned by WBCCI
and started in Fallon and ended at the Hearts of Gold
rally in Fallon. It included stops at Scott's Summit,
Eureka, Ely, Ward Mountain Campground, McGill,
Kennecott mines, Lehman Caves, Pioche, Echo Lake
State Park, Cathedral Gorge, Kershaw-Ryan
Campground, Smokey Valley and Manhattan, and
Austin. The following is from Charlie Hoppings
introduction included in the caravan photo album. To
see a photo gallery of the pictures of this caravan go to
the links page listed on the first page of this newsletter
and click on Mid-Nevada.

Rendezvous site at nine am August 17. President and
First Lady, Lee and Sue Brown were there to send us
down the road. We were sorry they could not come
along.

Leader, Howard, established the Caravan travel
attitude: see as much as possible of the central and mid
Eastern part of Nevada; no iron clad itinerary; each day
we would all discuss and formulate a general plan for
the next day, even this could change if we deemed. The
Perkins, and the Neills, and the Conners knew this area
well. Each had cris-crossed and explored the area many
times in the past. Their valuable input into our daily
travels added so very much. The scheme was to relax
and enjoy. This we all did!

Before the Caravan, all of us heard comments from
friends, such as �You're not really going out into that
hot desert during the hottest month of the year, are
you?� But we did. It wasn't all that hot. Perhaps only
one afternoon did the temperature get to a low 90
degrees. Our tow vehicle air conditioners were rarely
used. Every night blankets were used, and most nights
required many blankets. One morning found nearby

mountains with new snow. Most all the nightly camp
stops were at elevations above 6,000 ft. We even had a
good rain at Echo Lake campground. All overnights
were free except for two nights at Ward Mt. National
Park ($1.50 each per night), and the night in a trailer
park. The kitty fee ended with about a dollar surplus!
Good management. And did the kitty ever feed us
well.

All of us were saddened that Past President, Ogden
and First Lady Dee Clark could not be with us. Dee,
Bless her, sent us a sparkling letter to send us off on
the Caravan. We tried to phone them at the Utah home,
but they were staying close to the hospital in Las
Vegas.

Our tow vehicle traveled 1285 miles from Reno,
back to Reno. It used 137.4 gallons of gas at a cost of
$168.62, an average of 9.4 MPG at a cost of $1.23
average. The Airstream was towed 1135 miles, or
88.33% of the total miles traveled. Largest and best
expenditure was for two cases of Heart of Gold
melons. Mmmm-GOOD.

The following photos and comments are mine
(including typing, spelling, and grammatical errors).
Hopefully this album will express my good feeling
about this Caravan. This album is given to the Unit to
be shared by its members and returned to the Unit
Historian, currently Sam Neill, and retained with the
Unit History.
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Road to Caliente

Breakfast at Scott's Summit
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Directions to Obsidian Dome
Obsidian Dome is south of Reno on US 395 about 160

miles. Between June Lakes and Mammoth Lakes, CA.
The campground is 2.7 miles off of US 395. Turn west off
Hwy 395 right after the sign to Obsidan Dome. Right
after turning on Obsidian Dome Road you should see very
short sign (2S10). Drive straight through the 1st cross
intersection at .3 miles. After .9 miles of wide dirt road
take the left fork towards Obsidian Dome. You will pass
the Obsidian Dome Parking area at 1.3 miles, keep on the
main road. At an unmarked fork, take a left again. At this
point the road becomes one lane with turnouts. 1.5 miles
from Hwy 395. At a last unmarked fork in the road take a
left again. 2.6 miles from Hwy 395. For pictures and
directions check the PDF prepared by Rick Laborde. Go
to the links page listed on the first page of this newsletter
and click on Obsidian PDF.

Attention: The SNU wants your input on
rally sites for 2008. Be sure and let us know

you preferences ASAP.

Upcoming events
Remember you can now pay your rally kitty fees

on-line! Go to the links page listed on the first page of
this newsletter and click on  SNU shopping page.

Thursday � Sunday August 23 - 26 2007
Twin Lakes Crags USFS campground group
area - off US 395 south of Reno near
Bridgeport, CA 

3 day Rally, members & guests welcome. Special Day Trip &
picnic lunch to Bodie on Saturday. Chuck Fell has some special
ideas for our Bodie trip which we will discuss on Friday. Arrival
time for the rally - anytime after noon on Thursday August 23

Thursday - Sunday September 20 � Sept 23,
2007 Berlin Ichthyosaur Nevada State Park.

We will tour the the museum, the nearby Diana mine, and the
Berlin townsite. 3 day Rally, members & guests welcome. Board
meeting Saturday open to all. Arrival time - anytime after noon
on Thursday September 20.

Thursday � Sunday October 18 - 21 2007 Ft.
Churchill Nevada State Park Scout Camp

Saturday November 17, 2007 Dayton � Gold
Canyon Steak House 

For more information on upcoming rallies check the
website

http://sierranevadaairstreams.org/snu/2007/events/r
ally-docs/07-rallyschedule.html
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